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簡報者
簡報註解
Evelyn – introduction of the director, Beirut, Kataeb Party,  Palestinians – going to Lebano★ the historical background can be connected to both films more. e.g. how Yasser is discriminated against at work; how some words (e.g. Sharon and Zionism are inflammatory) Angela – character analysis – Tony, signs of politics; good examples of the two’s positions; �Q: are they both victims? Benny – urban environment – Christian neighborhood; good comparison between Tony’s neighborhood and Yasser’s. ★ how about the scene of Yasser looking over the city? Benny – Also comparing the two characters– from differences to similarities Angela – the two lawyers – ★ both hurting the others Camilla -- Film techniques – “meanings” of the aerial views (besides their differences)?Also on steadycam, use of colors; deep focus, close-up, shot-reverse shot Arthur -- significant scenes – ★ resolution in the courtroom? Parallels – Camilla ★ --3 judges ★ apologize by provoking “empathy”



Outline
I. Introduction

A. Thesis Statement

B. Brief Intro of the Director

C. History Background (Black September, Damour Massacre, Ariel Sharon, Beirut)

I. Characters 

● Identity (Cultures & Nations)

● Urban environment ( Christian communities vs. Palestinian refugee)

● Difference & Similarities of characters 

I. Close Analysis

A. Film Techniques

B. Significant Scenes (Court debate)ls 

I. Conclusion

II. Questions

簡報者
簡報註解
Christian party=長槍黨, Zionist, PLODivided City. 辨認出社區群體（christian Neighborhood, refugee)“The way for a country to be healed has to be organic.” （不再覺得自己都是受害者而能彼此了解）Urban Identity: flags（倒塌的長槍黨旗）, 社區重建, 法庭攻防策略Characters: 注意兩主角對於另一方能諒解的部分整體背景、角色分析、法庭攻防策略



Introduction



Thesis Statement

Through opportunities provided by the law and authorities, different ethnic 

groups are able to learn the facts and the past of each other; however, mutual 

understandings and willingness to change are the keys to eventually bridge the 

gap and pursue a peaceful resolution.

簡報者
簡報註解
ambivilent tension (p.57-64)衝突造成的原因＞衝突引爆、張力＞邁向和解   devision>conflic>resolution 



Brief Intro of the Director

Ziad Doueiri (1963-)

❏ Controversial West Beirut 

Lebanese director

❏ left Lebanon during the Lebanese 

Civil War to study in the United 

States

❏ The Attack (2012)

❏ The Insult (2017)

簡報者
簡報註解
Ziad Doueiri is no stranger to controversy. The West Beirut Lebanese director drew widespread condemnation from Arab circuits when he decided to shoot his third feature, The Attack (2011), in Israel while casting an Israeli actress (Reymonde Amsellem) in the role of a Palestinian suicide bomber. The Attack controversy would, however, prove to be a blip when compared to the storming reception that met his latest feature. The Insult; a brash, Hollywoodish courtroom drama that partially attempts to shed a light on the Palestinian complicity in the Lebanese Civil War.The Insult, in many ways, was a response to those who boycotted The Attack—that’s how it came about.I grew up in a very left-wing pro-Palestinian family; the Christians and those who “collaborated with the Israelis” were considered the ultimate enemy. Tries to be fair for each group and brings peace.



❏ Capital with its importance of economical, political, cultural, and social activity

❏ Most religiously diverse city in the Middle East

❏ "Switzerland of the East"

"the Paris of the Middle East"

Beirut, Lebanon

簡報者
簡報註解
Beirut, the capital of Lebanon; despite its small size, it is considered the most important region in Lebanon because of its economical, political, cultural, and social activity. Beirut is known to be the most religiously diverse city in the Middle East.Lebanon's location at the crossroads of the Mediterranean Basin and the Arabian hinterland facilitated its rich history and shaped a cultural identity of religious and ethnic diversity.Despite its small size, the country has developed a well-known culture and has been highly influential in the Arab world, powered by its large diaspora. Before the Lebanese Civil War (1975–1990), the country experienced a period of relative calm and renowned prosperity, driven by tourism, agriculture, commerce, and banking.Because of its financial power and diversity in its heyday, Lebanon was referred to as the "Switzerland of the East" during the 1960s,and its capital, Beirut, attracted so many tourists that it was known as "the Paris of the Middle East"



❏ Sunni Muslim

❏ Shia Muslim

❏ Maronite Christian

❏ Other Christian

❏ Druze

Religious Groups

簡報者
簡報註解




❏ Also called the Lebanese Phalanges Party

❏ Christian Democratic political party

❏ Supported mainly by Maronite Catholics

❏ Played a major role in the Lebanese Civil War

❏ Preserving the Lebanese nation, but with a 

"Phoenician" identity

❏ Uniformly anticommunist and anti-Palestinian 

Kataeb Party

簡報者
簡報註解
In the film it is "Christian Party"Originated from Congregation movement of Saint Maron in 6th century. Although reduced in numbers today, Maronites remain one of the principal ethno-religious groups in Lebanon.The primacy of preserving the Lebanese nation, but with a "Phoenician" identity, distinct from its Arab, Muslim neighbors. Party policies have been uniformly anticommunist and anti-Palestinian and have allowed no place for pan-Arab ideals. A nationalistic ideology that considers the Lebanese people, particularly Maronites, to be a unique nation independent from the Arab nation. It considers Lebanese as a Phoenician people. Independent, sovereign and pluralistic Lebanon that safeguards basic human rights and fundamental freedoms for all its constituents. Lebanon a liberal outlet where Eastern Christianity, particularly Eastern Catholicism, can socially, politically, and economically flourish at peace with its surroundings.



❏ First summit meeting in Cairo in 1964

❏ PLO. was considered by U.S. and Israel to be a terrorist 

organization until the Madrid Conference in 1991

❏ Belief that Zionists had unjustly expelled the 

Palestinians from Palestine 

Palestian Liberation Organization  / PLO.

1964 Represents "State of Palestine"

簡報者
簡報註解
At its first summit meeting in Cairo in 1964, the Arab League initiated the creation of an organization representing the Palestinian peoplePeace conference was an attempt by the international community to revive the Israeli–Palestinian peace process through negotiations, involving Israel and the Palestinians as well as Arab countries, including Jordan, Lebanon and Syria.This flag is derived from the Pan-Arab colors and it is used to represent the State of Palestine and the Palestinian people. It was first adopted on 28 May 1964 by the Palestinian Liberation Organization.



❏ 1516-1918 Ottoman Lebanon

❏ 1920 French Mandate

❏ 1943 Lebanon gained independence

❏ 1948 Arab–Israeli War
❏ 1956 Suez Crisis (Seond Arab-Israel War)
❏ 1958 Lebanon Crisis

❏ 1967 Six-days War (Third Arab–Israeli War)
❏ 1975-1990 Lebanese Civil War

❏ 1982-1985 Lebanon War

❏ 2006 Second Lebanon War

Chronology

1970 Black September

1976 Damour Masaccre

簡報者
簡報註解
The region eventually was ruled by the Ottoman Empire from 1516 to 1918. Following the collapse of the empire after World War I, the five provinces that constitute modern Lebanon came under the French Mandate of Lebanon. The French expanded the borders of the Mount Lebanon Governorate, which was mostly populated by Maronites and Druze, to include more Muslims. In 1920, following WWI, the area of the Mutasarrifate, plus some surrounding areas which were predominantly Shia and Sunni, became a part of the state of Greater Lebanon under the French Mandate of Syria and Lebanon. Arab-Israel War= In May 1948, Lebanon supported neighbouring Arab countries in a war against Israel.100,000 Palestinians fled to Lebanon because of the war. Israel did not permit their return after the cease-fire. Palestinians often cannot obtain Lebanese citizenship or even Lebanese identity cards so many are legally barred from owning property or performing certain occupations (including law, medicine, and engineering). According to Human Rights Watch, Palestinian refugees in Lebanon live in "appalling social and economic conditions."Suez Crisis= Israel invaded the Egyptian Sinai to regain Western control of the Suez Canal and to remove Egyptian President  (shipment of oil)Lebanon Crisis=The 1958 Lebanon Crisis was a political crisis which was brought about by political and religious unrest in the country, leading to a US military intervention. Lebanon was threatened by civil unrest between Moranite Christians and Muslims in 1958. Tension had been building between Lebanon and Egypt, and escalated further when President Camille, who was a pro-western Christian,Six days War=Black September=Civil War=Before the war, Lebanon was multisectarian, with Sunni Muslims and Christians being the majorities in the coastal cities, Shia Muslims being mainly based in the south and the Beqaa Valley to the east, and with the mountain populations being mostly Druze and Christian. Fighting between Maronite and Palestinian forces (mainly from the Palestine Liberation Organization) began in 1975, then Leftist, pan-Arabist and Muslim Lebanese groups formed an alliance with the Palestinians. Fatah and other Palestinian Liberation Organization factions had long been active among the 400,000 Palestinian refugees in Lebanese campsDamour Masaccre=The Damour massacre was a response to the Karantina massacre of January 18, 1976, in which Phalangists — a predominantly Christian right-wing militia — killed from 1,000 up to 1,500 people. (ethnical cleansing)Lebanon War=The military operation was launched after gunmen from Abu Nidal's organization attempted to assassinate Shlomo Argov, Israel's ambassador to the United Kingdom. the Israeli military, in cooperation with the Maronite allies and the self-proclaimed Free Lebanon State, occupied southern Lebanon, eventually surrounding the PLO and elements of the Syrian Army. Hezbollah



"I wish Ariel Sharonhad wiped you all out"

Israel v.s. Lebanon 
(Israli-Palestine, Israeli-Labanon Conflict)

"Butcher of Beirut"

Zionists                    PLO.

簡報者
簡報註解
Following the war, Israel experienced a wave of national euphoria, and the press praised the military's performance for weeks afterward. New "victory coins" were minted to celebrate. In addition, the world's interest in Israel grew, and the country's economy, which had been in crisis before the war, flourished due to an influx of tourists and donations, as well as the extraction of oil from the Sinai's wells贝鲁特难民营大屠杀（Sabra and Shatila massacre），是一场发生于1982年9月16日至9月18日的一场大屠杀，发生地点是贝鲁特的萨布拉街区和邻近的夏蒂拉难民营，凶手是黎巴嫩的基督教民兵组织。遇难人数大约在762人至3500人之间，绝大部分是巴勒斯坦人和黎巴嫩的什叶派穆斯林The Israeli–Lebanese conflict, widely referred as the South Lebanon conflict, was a series of military clashes involving Israel, Lebanon and Syria, the Palestine Liberation Organization, as well as various non-state militias acting from within Lebanon.is the national movement of the Jewish people that supports the re-establishment of a Jewish homeland 



Characters



Identity



Tony-Lebanese

● Christian Party



● Idolatry

-Bachir Gemayel

-Law → President(Christian)

→ Prime minister(Muslin)



Patriot

● Love his country - Lebanon
● Targets Palestinians due to his past



Palestinian

● Homeless
● Confused about the identity
● Try to fit in 



Yassar-Palestinian
● Under opressed



● Failed to find jobs

→ Illegal



Both of them are victims?



Urban Environment



Beirut: A Divided City

簡報者
簡報註解
Several scenes in the movie suggest that Beirut is a divided city where different areas belong to different ethnic groups.When people visit the ethnic groups’ communities, they need to show respect or try not to violate their traditions/ cultures, or conflicts would break out.Here are some examples: “We’re in their neighborhood. We can’t talk to them like that”/ Yasser took his workers to pray in the car park.In this section, we would like to discuss the differences between the environment of christian neighborhood and environment of Palestinian refugee camp.



Christian Neighborhood: Religion

簡報者
簡報註解
Many hints are given in the movie to show that a christian neighborhood is a community where people are united based on their religion.Hence, symbols/images of Christianity are everywhere in the neighborhood.



Palestinian Refugee Camp: Nationality

簡報者
簡報註解
On the other hand, in Palestinian refugee camp, people are united based on their nationality or their identification with their own country/state.Therefore, the images of Palestinian flag can be seen everywhere in their neighborhood.Also, we can tell that this is not a traditional kind of refugee camp. In fact, it looks more like a poorly-constricted/organized residental area.



Palestinian Refugee Camp: Nationality

Flag of Palestine

- First adopted in 1964

- Similar to flag of Arab Resolt

- “White are our deeds, black are our battles;

Green are our fields, red are our swords.”

簡報者
簡報註解
The flag symbolizes patrioctism and unity of Palestinians.



Christian Neighborhood: Religion & Daily Life

簡報者
簡報註解
Let’s take a look into their domestic lives!As you can see, Christian images continue to appear in Tony’s house, and these details, again, highlights the importance of religion in the community.



Christian Neighborhood: Religion & Daily Life

簡報者
簡報註解
Cross/ Theree pictures of Mary holding baby Jesus.



Christian Neighborhood: Religion & Daily Life

Short distance between Tony’s apartment and garage 

簡報者
簡報註解
Reflection of traditional lifestyle.



Christian Neighborhood: Religion & Daily Life

A Closely-connected Neighborhood

簡報者
簡報註解
Another reflection of traditional lifestyle. Everyone is familiar with each other and always count on each other.



Palestinian Refugee Camp

簡報者
簡報註解
On ther other hand, there is no religion-related decorations/ images in Yasser’s house.Yasser is a Muslim/His wife is a Christian: Palestinian refugee camp seems to be a community where boundaries of religion are broken.



Christian Neighborhood Vs. Refugee Camp

Wires

簡報者
簡報註解
The differences of two environments actually reflect the gap of living conditions between Christian neighborhoods and refugee camps.Tidy/ well-organized wires/ messy and tangled-up wires.



Christian Neighborhood Vs. Refugee Camp

Nature & Space

簡報者
簡報註解
There are a lot of trees/ plants around Tony’s house./ There are barren spaces in the refugee camp where Yasser lives.



Christian Neighborhood Vs. Refugee Camp

Streets

簡報者
簡報註解
Clean brick road/ wet and dirty asphalt road.



Christian Neighborhood Vs. Refugee Camp

Tony’s Balcony Vs. Yasser’s Balcony

簡報者
簡報註解
In the movie, we frequently see the couples talking on their balcony individually.From Tony’s balcony, we can see a clear image of buildings far away/ From  Yasser’s balcony, it seems that there are walls around every single aspect: Christian neighborhoods have better organization and larger place, while refugee camps don’t.Also, there are bird cages around Yasser’s balcony: Palestinians are like birds in cages.



Christian Neighborhood Vs. Refugee Camp

Tony’s Balcony Vs. Yasser’s Balcony

簡報者
簡報註解
Tony’s balcony: westernized lifestyle (barbecue grills/ garden table and chairs ), clean and largeYasser’s balcony: Pillar, gas tank, and random stuff everywhere, tiny and narrow space



Christian Neighborhood Vs. Refugee Camp

Tony’s Balcony Vs. Yasser’s Balcony

簡報者
簡報註解
There is an extra room outside the balcony: another example of poor construction/organization



Difference & Similarities
of Characters



Tony v.s. Yasser

● Opposite Identities, opposite personalities

簡報者
簡報註解
A mild Palestinian refugee/ a ill-tempered Christian.



Tony Vs. Yasser- Similarities

Stubbornness & fierceness

簡報者
簡報註解
However, the director/writer seemingly try to make Tony and Yasser similar characters despite their different identities and personalities.Stubbornness: they both refuse to apologize in the first place.Fierceness: when pushed to boundaries, they cannot help but use violence to resolve the problem.



Tony Vs. Yasser- Similarities

Haunted by the Past



Tony Vs. Yasser- Similarities

Professional at Work



Tony Vs. Yasser- Similarities

Family Man with a Loving Wife



Tony Vs. Yasser- Similarities

A Wife who Seeks Peace



Tony Vs. Yasser- Similarities

Self-awareness



Tony Vs. Yasser- Similarities

Kindness



Lawyers - Father v.s Daughter 

● Fights for his reputation                                     ● Fights for Palestinians 



Similarity - Desire to win the case



Hurt people



Close Analysis



Film Techniques



Landscape of Beirut & Damour: Aerial shots

Bird’s- eye view



Steadicam: Tracking shots

Eg. Circling around the 
characters when they are 
arguing-- characterization

Eg. Circling the witness stand 
in the court scene-- show court 
room twist & turn

Eg. Following buses & people 
in the street protest-- show 
chaos in the city



Tension: Close-up + Two shots + Point-of-view 
shots 
Eg. Capture every grimace & twitch as 
Yasser digests the hateful words--
Show characters’ state of mind & 
make the audience as anxious as him



Distance: Shadows + Deep-focus shot

The distance between Tony & Yasser is emphasized.



High contrast: color palette 

Warm: Yellow, gold & brown VS Cold: Dark & blue



Adopting available lighting

Rather realistic in respect of film style



Characters in the foreground Sun in the 
background



Significant Scenes



3rd Court Scene: Revealing the “Insult”

● Bashir Gemayel

● Tony’s political perspectives

● Offensive 



3rd Court Scene (Cont.)

1948 war 

1956 war 

Six-day-war

Yom Kippur War

1982 Lebanon War 



4th Court Scene: Black September

Palestinian refugees’

situation

Panel Code 

Article 228



5th Court Scene: Questioning Yasser

The enemy of your 
enemy doesn’t mean 
they are your friends?



6th Court Scene: Damour Massacre

Try to depict Tony as a victim



7th Court Scene
Tone are soften



Final Judgement
Physical assault = Verbal humilliation? 



Mirroring scenes of Tony & Yasser

Both suffer from the insult, life & the civil war



Two generations against each other in the courtroom

Living through the horror of 15-year conflict VS Growing up in the aftermath

Reflects how attitudes to the past have evolved 



Setting of three judges

Imply that the case is difficult to judge



Apology from Yasser

The intriguing way Yasser apologizes

What is the true nature of apologizing? --- Empathy



Repairing of the pipe at the last scene

Imply the repairing of their relationship

(from personal level to urban level)



Conclusion



Conclusion

“What's happening in this court is a beginning to consider and 

accept the other. Something must be said, something relevant, 

fundamental. No one has a monopoly on suffering. ” —Wadji

簡報者
簡報註解
Set aside bias, try to communicate with each other.



Questions



Questions for the class

1. Is it ethical for Wajdi to force Tony to expose the tragedy of Damour Massacre? How do 

you judge the lawyers in the film?

2. What is the educational function of the lawsuit to the two characters?

3. Why don’t Yasser and Tony apologize to each other? Is there anyone in your family 

never apologize?

4. Transitional justice happens in many other countries. How effective is transitional justice 

in resolving conflicts and comfort the victims?                     (Eg. Public apology for 

Holocaust)

簡報者
簡報註解
長輩apology？轉型正義in many other countries？Personal level à national level? What two characters symbolize? The role of medias? 律師的辯論技巧？



Thanks For 
Your Attention!
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